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Meet the versatile tool that is a MUST for every tool box. The WINBAG® MINI packs  
a powerful 70kilograms of lifting pressure and is great for leveling windows,  

installing cabinets, positioning heavy doors and so much more. 

CABINETS

DOORS

WINDOWS

APPLIANCES

70KG
holding power



TECHNICAL DATA

Load Capacity: 70kg  •  155 lbs per WINBAG® MINI
Joint Width:  2mm - 40mm  •  3/32” - 1 5/8”

Material: Fiber Reinforced Material

WINBAG® is a Registered Trademark 

CAUTION: The WINBAG® should always be considered a supplementary tool, and normal precautions 
in the work environment should be followed. The WINBAG® is capable of producing powerful pressure 
between it and its surroundings and caution should therefore be exerted when inflating and deflating. 
The pressure in the pillow element will slowly decrease during use, and it is also possible to puncture 
the WINBAG® with sharp objects such as screws and drills during use. Therefore, make sure that parts 
being held in place or separated by the WINBAG® are firmly secured by other means. Use care when 
inflating and deflating WINBAG® and make sure that no body parts such as fingers or toes are between 
the WINBAG® and it surroundings and / or between the parts being held in place. The WINBAG® may 
only be operated by hand using the rubber hand pump. Never use pneumatics on the WINBAGS® and 
never tamper with or modify the state of which the WINBAG® was originally purchased. Do no exceed 
the maximum load stated per WINBAG® for any job even when using more WINBAGS® at the same time. 
Local building regulations and any other relevant laws must be followed when using WINBAGS®. 

A MUST HAVE FOR EVERY TOOLBOX

The WINBAG® MINI is a very powerful hand operated inflatable air cushion made of fiber reinforced material 
that will save you countless hours on the jobsite. It is designed to provide a maximum pressure of up to 70kg and 
can be used in conjunction with shims and wedges in a wide variety of applications.  
The WINBAG® MINI gives the user infinite adjusting possibilities; save time installing windows, positioning 
heavy doors and leveling furniture, kitchen cabinets and household appliances just to name a few practical uses. 
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CABINETS

DOORS

WINDOWS

SAVE TIME
When you use WINBAGS®, 
installation is done quickly. 
One man can easily do the job 
alone even with large projects.

2MM - 40MM
The WINBAG®  can be used for 
joints from 2MM - 40MM. The 
effective pump lets the air do 
the job.

70KG
Each WINBAG® is a strong well 
tested product with a load 
capacity of up to 70kg for each 
WINBAG®.

EMPTY JOINTS
Window Installation with the 
WINBAG® MINI leaves joints 
empty and ready for sealing.

SCRATCHES
The WINBAG® is a soft air 
cushion which doesn’t leave 
marks and protects the project.

SHIMS
The WINBAG® is a great 
complimentary tool to use with 
shims. They are durable and 
reusable.


